
TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974

AND

COMPETITION AND CONSUMER ACT 2O1O

UNDERTAKING TO THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION AND
CONSUMER COMMISSION

GIVEN FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTION 878

BY

TANK BROKER PTY LTD

ACN 134 665 508

PERSONS GTYTNG THIS UNDERTAKING

l. This Undertaking is given to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission ('the ACCC') by Tank Broker Pty Ltd ACN 134 6ó5 508 ('Tank
Broker') of 325 South Road, Mile End, SA 5031, for the purposes of:

a. section 878 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 ('the TPA'), as applied by Item
6 of Schedule 7 of the Trøde Proctices Amendmenl (Austrølían Consumer
Law) Act (No.z) 20l0,lor conduct engaged in prior to I January 201 1; and

b. section 878 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 ('the CCA'), for
conduct engaged in from I January 201 1.

BACKGROUND

Tank Broker

2. Tank Broker is a retailer of rainwater tanks and associated equipment, including
water pumps, to consumers in South Australia for domestic use.

3. Tank Broker has promoted, amongst other things, rainwater tanks and rainwater
tank packages in South Australian newspapers including The Advertiser andthe
TV Guide and Home Magazine inserts of the Sunday Mail (collectively referred to
as 'the Newspapers').

SA Government Rebates

4. Since I November 2007 until at least the date of this Undertaking, the South
Australian govemment has offered rebates on rainwater tank purchases, subject to
eligibility.

5. ln respect of stand-alone rainwater tanks, a rebate of $200 is available on the
purchase of a new rainwater tank with a capacity of 1000 lihes or more which is
not connected to household plumbing ('SA Stand Alone Rebate').

6. In respect of plumbed-in rainwater tanks the following rebates are available:



a.. $200 for the purchase of a new or replacement rainwater tank which is

plumbed for use to either a toilet, all cold water laundry outlets or a hot water
seroice;

b. up to $600 for plumbing services (including services of a licensed plumber)
to connect the rainwater tank to household plumbing; and

c. up to a further $200 fo¡ additional installation measures.

('SA Plumbed-In Rebates').

7. The SA Stand Alone Rebate and the SA Plumbed-In Rebates are not claimed by a
supplier, Purchasers must pay the full amount payable for the goods and/or
services to the supplier and then claim the rebate by applying to SA Water with
proof of purchase. To be eligible for either rebate, a number of terms and

conditions must be ¡net.

Federal Government Rebate

8. Between 30 January 2009 and 10 May 2011, the Australian Federal Government
also offered rebates on plumbed-in rainwater tanks purchased on or before l0 May
2011, subject to eligibility. A rebate of up to $500 was available for the purchase

and installation of a new rainwater tank which is connected for indoor water use

by a licensed plumber ('Federal Plumbed-In Rebate').

L The Federal Plumbed-ln Rebate is not claimed by a supplier. Purchasers must pay

the full amount payable for the goods and/or services to the supplier and then
claim the rebate by applying to the Federal Government with proof of purchase.

To be eligible for the rebate, a number of terms and conditions must be met.

Relevant Provisions

10. Section 52 of the TPA provides that a corporation shall not, in trade or commerce,
engage in conduct that is misleading or deceptive or is likely to mislead o¡
deceive.

11. Section 53(e) of the TPA provides that a corporation shall not, in trade or
commerce, in connexion with the supply or possible supply of goods or senrices,

or in connexion with the promotion by any means of the supply or use of goods or
services, make a false or misleading representation with respect to the price of the
goods or services.

12. Section 53C of the TPA provides that, in certain circumstances, a corporation
must not make a representation with respect to an amount that, ifpaid, would
constitute a part of the price for the supply of goods or services ('Part Price
Representation') unless it also specifies the 'single price' for the goods or
services as a single frgure with at least as much prominence as the Part Price
Representation. The 'single price' for a good or seruice is the minimum
quantifiable consideration for the particular good or service ('Single Price').

13. A corporation is not required to include delivery charges in the Single Price
although, if the minimum delivery charge is known and not included in the Single
Price, that minimum delivery charge must be specified by the corporation.

14. From I January 2011, sections 18, 29(i) and 48 of the Australian Consumer Law
('the ACL'), contained in Schedule 2 to the CCA, impose broadly equivalent



obligations to those imposed by sections 52, 53(e) and 53C of the TPA,
respectivel¡ for conduct engaged in prior to I January 2011.

CONDUCT

Was/|.{ow Rep res entations

15. On at least l9 occasions between on or about 11 August 2010 and 12 December
2010, Tank Broker advertised three rainwater tank packages, each consisting of a
rainwater tank, a ¡ainaid and a water pump ('lVater Tank Kits'), in the
Newspapers using'\#as $X Now $Y' statements of price as follows:

a. in respect of a Watermate 1000 Litre'Water Tank Kit, a 'Was'price of $1027
and a'Now' price of $799;

b. in respect of a 1140 Litre Slim Tank, a 'W'as' price of 51217 and a 'Now'
price of$899; and

c. in respect of a 1000 Litre Thin Tank Water Tank Kit, a'Was'price of $1427
and a 'Now' price of $1199.

16. By each statement of a 'Was'price and a'Now' price in each advertisement, Tank
Broker represented, in respect of each Water Tank Kit, that:

a. the Water Tank Kit had been offered for sale at the 'Was' price reasonably
recently ('the Recently Offered Representation'); and

b. consumers would save an amount, being the difference between the 'Was'
price and 'Now' price, by purchasing the Water Tank Kit at the 'Now' price
('the Saving Representation').

17, In fact, each Water Tank Kit had not been offered for sale by Tank Broker at its
corresponding 'W'as' price since on or about 11 August 2010.

18. Accordingly, the ACCC considers, and Tank Broker admits, that by continuing to
make the Recently Offered Representations and the Saving Representations over a
period of approximately four months, Tank Broker:

a. made false or misleading representations with respect to the price of goods or
services in contravention of section 53(e) of the TPA; and

b. engaged in conduct that was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or
deceive, in contravention of section 52 ofthe TPA.

Rebate Deducted Representations

19. On at least 20 occasions between I September 2010 and 15 December 2010, Tank
Broker advertised certain rainwater tanks in the Newspapers by reference to
statements of price, in each instance comprising an amount equal to the purchase
price payable to Tank Broker for the rainwater tank less the $200 SA Stand Alone
Rebate ('Rebate Deducted Price'), for example in the following manner:

"8495*"

with the following words appearing in fine print on the side or bottom of the
advertisement:

"*prtces include the 8200 State Government Rebate Deducted"

('Rebate Deducted Statements')



20.8y each Rebate Deducted Statement, Tank Broker made a Part Price
Representation (that is, that the Rebate Deducted Price would, if paid, constitute
part of the consideration fo¡ the supply of the rainwater tank).

21. However, in the relevant advertisements, Tank Broker did not specify the Single
Price (that is, the full purchase price payable to Tank Broker) for any rainwater
tank in respect of which a Rebate Deducted Statement was made.

22. Ãccotdingly, the ACCC considers, and Tank Broker admits, that by:

a. making each Rebate Deducted Statement (and thereby making a Part Price
Representation); and

b. failing to specify the Single Price (i.e. the full purchase price) for any of the
rainwater tanks concerned,

Tank Broker contravened section 53C of the TPA.

After Rebate Rep resentations

23. On at least 12 occasions between 17 November 2010 and 20 February 2011, Tank
Broker advertised certain rainwater tanks in the Newspapers by reference to two
statements of price, in each instance:

a. one price, comprising the full purchase price payable to Tank Broker for the
rainwater tank (e.9. $695), was in a smaller font size and crossed out; and

b. one price, comprising an amount equal to the full purchase price payable to
Tank Broker for the rainwater tank less the $200 SA Stand Alone Rebate (e.g,

$495), was in a larger font size and in close proximity to the words 'AFTER
REBATE' ('After Rebate Price'),

for example in the following mannel:

"&6gs

849s
AFTER REBATE"

('After Rebate Statements')

24.8y each After Rebate Statement, Tank Broker made a Part Price Representation
(that is, that the After Rebate Price would, if paid, constitute part of the
consideration for the supply of the rainwater tank).

25. In the relevant advertisements, Tank Broker did include a reference to the Single
Price (that is, the fulI purchase price payable to Tank Broker) for each rainwater
tank in respect of which an After Rebate Statement was made. However, those

statements of price \4/ero crossed out and in a smaller font size than the After
Rebate Prices.

26. Accordingly, the ACCC considers, and Tank Broker admits, that by:

a. making each After Rebate Statement (and thereby making a Part Price
Representation); and

b. failing to specify the Single Price (i.e. the fi.¡ll purchase price) for any of the
rainwater tanks concerned at least as prominently as the After Rebate Price,

Tank Broker:



c. contravened section 53C of the TPA, to the extent that the conduct occurred
priorto 1 January2011; and

d. sectìon 48 of the ACL, to the extent that the conduct occurred on or after 1

Jauuary 201 L

Plumbed-In Package Representations

27. On at least 8 occasions between 13 April 2011 and 8 May 201l, Tank Broker
advertised certain plumbed-in rainwater tank packages in the Newspapers,
comprising a rainwater tank, delivery, plumbing services, a pump and a pump
cover where the rainwater tank is to be installed at a level site within 3 metres of a
connection point (Plumbed-In Packages).

28. The Plumbed-ln Packages were advertised by reference to statements of price, in
each instance comprising an amount equal to the price payable to Tank Broker for
the Plumbed-In Package less the SA Plumbed-In Rebates and Federal Plumbed-In
Rebate ('Plumbed-In Rebate Deducted Price'), for example in the following
manner:

"5,400lilre round tank

8670

tNC oøttvtnv**

OR PLUMBED IN
8499*

INSTALLED IIITH ALL AI/AILABLE GOy. REBATES. Fulþ plumbed into
mains including pump, pump cover and delÌvery.

with the following words appearing in fine print to the side:

*Conditions apply. Photos for illustration purposes only. Assumes suitable
Ievel site wíthín 3 metres of connectíon point, does not include electrical work.

**Standard I -man delivery. "

('Plumbed-In Rebate Deducted Statements');

or alternatively, in the following manner:

" 5,400 Litre round tank

8670

TANK 7NLY, INC DELIYERY+

OR FULLY INSTALLED

and plumbed ín with all SA WATER and Federal Government REBATES:

$499*

with the following words appearing in fine print to the side:

*Comprised of Price of Tank + Delivery + Plumbing + Pump + Pump Cover
of 81999 (for 5,400L tank) or 8i,,899 (for 2,000L tank). Subtract SA WATER

Rebates of 81,000 and subtract the National Rainwater and Greryater
Initiative Home Rebare of 8500 (for 5,400L tank) or 8400 (for 2,000L tank) =
$499. Customers need to meet SA l|later criteria, see sawatehcom.auforfull



criteria. Customers need to also meet NRGI criteria, see envíronmenLgov.au

þr full criîeria. Those who tneet the criteria receive the rebate after purchase.

Assumes suitable level site within 3 metres of connection point. Does not
include electrical work. Srandard l-man delivery t Slandard l-man delivery"

('Revised Plumbed-In Reb¡te Deducted Statements').

29. By each Plumbed-In Rebate Deducted Statement, Tank Broker made a Part Price

Representation (that is, that the Rebate Deducted Price would, if paid, constitute
part of the consideration for the supply of the Plumbed-In Package).

30. However, in the relevant advertisements, Tank Broker did not:

a. specify the Single Price (that is, the full purchase price payable to Tank

Broker) for any Plumbed-In Package in respect of which a Plumbed-In
Rebate Deducted Statement was made; or

b. specify the Single Price for any Plumbed-In Package in respect of which a

Revised Plumbed-In Rebate Deducted Statement was made at least as

prominently as the Plumbed-In Rebate Deducted Price.

31. Accordingly, the ACCC considers, and Tank Broker admits, that by:

a. making each Plumbed-ln Rebate Deducted Statement (and thereby making a

Part Price Representation); and

b. failing to speciff, or specifu with sufficient prominence, the Single Price (i.e.

the full purchase price) for any of the Plumbed-ln Packages concerned,

Tank Broker contravened section 48 of the ACL.

RESOLUTION OF CONCERNS

32.Tank Broker and the ACCC have agreed to resolve this matter by:

a. the payment of penalties in the amount of $ 19,800 in respect of three

Infringement Notices issued by the ACCC under section 87ZE of the TPA
and section l34A of the CCA; and

b- the giving and accepting of an undertaking on the terms and conditions as

follows.

COMMENCEMENT OF UNDERTAKING

33. This Undertaking comes into effect when:

a. the Undertaking is executed by Tank Broker; and

b. the ACCC accepts the Undertaking so executed.

34. Upon the commencement of this Undertaking, Tank Broker undertakes to assume

the obligations set out in paragraphs 35 to 37 below and to act in accordance with
the obligations set out in paragraphs 35 and 37 below for a period of three years

from the date the Undertaking comes into effect.

UNDERTAKINGS

35. Tank Broker undertakes for the purposes of section 878 of the TPA and section

878 of the CCA, that it will not, whether by itself, its directors, servants, agents or



otherwise, in trade or commerce, in connection with the promotion, supply or
possible supply ofgoods or services:

a. offer any goods or services for sale using comparative price representations,
including statements ofprice in the "was/now" and/or strike-through format,
ifthe goods or services have not previously been offered for sale at the higher
price for a reasonable period immediately prior to the commencement of the
goods being offered for sale at the lower (e.g. "now") price; and

b. make a representation, including by way of advertising or promotional
material, with respect to an amount that, if paid, would constitute only part of
the consideration for the supply of goods or seryices without also specifying
the single price for the goods or services:

Ð as a single figure, being the minimum quantifiable consideration for the
supply of the goods or services at the time of the representation; and

ii) in a prominent way, being at least as prominent as the most prominent
part of the consideration, including, without limitation, in a manner such

that the single price is specified in text that is at least as large as the most
prominent part of the consideration.

Trade Practices Compliance Program

36. Tank Broker undertakes for the purposes of section 878 of the TPA and section

878 of the CCA that it will, at its own expense;

36.1. maintain and continue to implement a trade practices compliance program
in accordance with the requirements set out in Annexure A, being a
program designed to minimise Tank Broker's risk of future breaches of
sections 18,29 and 48 of the ACL and to ensure its awareness of the
responsibilities and obligations in relation to the requirements of sections
18,29 and 48 of the ACL ('Compliance Program');

36.2. comply with the review and reporting requirements set out at paragraphs 6

and 7 of Annexure A; and

36.3. providg at its own expense, a copy of any documents required by the

ACCC in accordance with A¡nexure A.

Correctíve Notice

37. Tank Broker undertakes for the pulposes of section 878 of the TPA and section

878 ofthe CCA that it will, at its own expense:

37.1. within 14 days of the commencement of this Undertaking, cause a

corrective notice to be published:

a. in the form and terms of Annexure B to this UndertakinginThe
Advertiser ('the Advertiser Corrective'); and

b. in the form and terms of Annexure C to this Undertaking in the Sunday

MailTY Guide ('the Sunday Mail Corrective');

37.2. use its best endeavours to ensure the Advertiser Corrective:

a. appears within the first l5 pages of the general news section of The

Advertiser; and



b. complies with the following minimum specifications, unless otherwise
agreed in writingby the ACCC:

i. is at least 20 cm high by l1 cm wide;

ii. has a black banner with a height of 10 mm placed at the top with
uppercase text in 14 point bold Times New Roman white font and

centred;

iii. the Tank Broker logo is in colour and of a size no less than 15 mm
hieh;

iv. the heading text is 1l point underlined Times New Roman black
font and left justified;

v. the body text is at least 11 point Times New Roman black font and

Ieft justified;

vi. the logo of the ACCC is at least 20 mm in height; and

vii. the baseline text is 8 point Times New Roman black font and

centred; and

37.3. use its best endeavours to ensure the Sunday Mail Corrective:

a. appears in the TV Guide insert; and

b. complies with the following minimum specifications, unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the ACCC:

i, is of a size no less than a half page of the Sunday Mail TV
Guide, at least l8 cm high by 27 cm wide;

ii. has a black banner with a height of 15 mm placed at the top
with uppercase text in 16 point bold Times New Roman white
font and centred;

iii. the Tank Broker logo is in colour and of a size no less than 20
mm high;

iv. the heading text is 12 point underlined Times New Roman
black font and left justified;

v. the body text is 12 point Times New Roman black font and left
justified;

vi. the logo of the ACCC is at least 20 mm high; and

vii. the baseline text is 10 point Times New Roman black font and
centred; and

37.4. provide to the ACCC a copy of each of the Advertiser Conective and the
SundayMail Corrective within l4 days of publication.

ÄCKNOlVLEDGMENTS

38. Tank Broker acknowledges that:

38.1 the ACCC will make this Undertaking publicly available including by
publishing it on the ACCC's public register of section 878 Undertakings on
its website;
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EXECUTED BY

Tank Broker PW Ltd ACN 134 ó65 508 pursuant to section 127(l) of the
Corporations Act 200f .

(Print) Natr¡c

lry Ç¡4z,srs?u eG
-Brr¡-

(Print) No¡rrc of Director

ACCEPTED BY

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission pursuant to:

(a) section 878 of the Trade Practíces ,4ct 1974 as applied by item 6 of
schedule 7 of the Trade Practïces Anrcndmettt (Auslralîan Consumer Law)
Act (No.2) 2010, for conduct prior to I January 2011; and

(b) section 878 of the Contpetitìon øttd Consumer Act 2010 for conduct from I
January 2011.

tp
Rodney Graham Sims
Chairman

't't¡r.2.'........da o t)l I
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Annexure A

TRADE PRACTICES COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

Tank Broker Pfy Ltd ('Tank Broker') will establish a Trade Practices Compliance
Program ('Compliance Program') that complies with each of the following
requirements:

1. Appointments

l.l.Within one month of the date of the Undertaking coming into effect Tank
Broker will appoint a Director or a Senior Manager of the business to be
responsible for the development, implementation and maintenance of the

Compliance Program ('the Compliance Officer' ).

2. Compliance Officer Training

2.1. Tank Broker will ensure that, \ryithin 3 months of the Undertaking coming
into effect, the Cornpliance Officer attends practical training focusing on
sections 18, 29 and 48 of the Aushalian Consumer Law ('ACL'), being
Schedule 2the Competition and Consumer Act 2010;

2.2. Tank Broker shall ensure that the haining is administered by a suitably
qualified compliance professional or legal practitioner with expertise in trade
practices law; and

2.3,Tat'tk Broker, within 14 days of completion of fraining, will provide the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission ('ACCC') with a written
statement from the compliance professional or legal practitioner who
conducts the training, confirming the completion of the training conducted in
accordance with 2.1 and2.2 above.

3. Staff Training

3.1.Tank Broker will cause ali ønployees of Tank Broker whose duties could
result in them being concerned with conduct that may contravene sections 18,

29 and 48 of the ACL to receive regular (at least once a year) practical
training administered by the Compliance Officer (once trained) or a qualified
compliance professional or legal practitioner with expertise trade practices
law, that focuses on sections 78,29 and 48 of the ACL.

lt



5.

6.

4. Complaints handling - Tank Broker will:

4.1. develop procedures for recording, storing arrd responding to trade practice
complaints within 2 months of the Undertaking coming into effect; and

4.2. provide the ACCC with an outline of the complaint handling system within 2
months of the Undertaking coming into effect.

Tank Broker will ensure that the Compliance Officer reports to their director(s) or
govenring body every ó months on the continuing effectiveness of the Compliance
Program.

Review - Tank Broker shall, at its own expense, cause an annual review of the
Compliance Program elements ('the Review') to be carried out in accordance

with each of the following requirements:

6.1. Scope of the Review - Tank Broker shall ensure that the Review is broad and
rigorous enough to:

6.1.1. provide Tank Broker and the ACCC with a supportable verification
that Tank Broker has in place a Compliance Program that complies
with the requirements of the Undertaking and is suitable for the size
and structure ofTank Broker; and

6.t.2. provide the Review Report and opinions detailed at point 7 below.

6.2. Independence of Reviewer - Tank Broker shall ensure that the Review is
carried out by a suitably qualified, independent compliance professional with
expertise in trade practices law ('the Reviewer'). The Reviewer will qualify
as independent on the basis that he or she:

6.2,1. did not design or implement the Compliance Program;

6.2.2, is not a present or past staffmember or director of Tank Btoker;

6.2.3, has not acted and does not act for Tank Broker in any hade practices

related matters;

t2



6.2.4. has not and does not act for or consult to Tank Broker or provide other
seruices on trade practices related matters other than Compliance
Program reviewing; and

6.2.5. has no significant shareholding or other interests in Tank Broker.

6.3. Evidence - Tank Broker shall use its best endeavors to ensure that the Review
is able to be conducted on the basis that the Reviewer has access to all
relevant sources of information in Tank Broker's possession or control,
including without limitation :

6.3.1 enquiries of any employees, representatives, agents and stakeholders
of Tank Broker; and

6.3.2 documents created by Tank Broker's consultants, legal practitioners
and accountants for use in Tank Broker's Compliance Program.

6.4. Tank Broker shall ensure that the first Review is completed within one year

and one month of this Undertaking coming into effect and that each

subsequent Review is completed within one year thereafter.

7. Reporting

?.1. Tank Broker shall use its best endeavours to ensure that the Reviewer sets out
the findings of the Review in a Compliance Program Review Report, which
will provide particular and specific information regarding the scope of the

Review and the effectiveness of the Compliance Program including:

7.1.1. details of the evidence gathered and examined during the Review;

7,1.2. the name and relevant experience of the person appointed as Tank
Broker's Compliance Officer;

7.1.3. the Reviewer's opinion on whether Tank Broker has in place effective
staff training, complaints handling programs that comply with the

requirements of the Undertaking; and

7.1.4. actions recommended by the Reviewer to ensure the continuing
effectiveness of Tank Broker's Compliance Program.

rl



9.

7.2. Tank Broker shall ensure that each Compliance Program Review Report is
completed and provided to Tank Broker within one month of completion of
the Review.

7.3. Tank Broker will cause the Compliance Program Review Report to be
provided to the ACCC within 14 days of its receipt from the Reviewer.

7.4. Tank Broker shall implement promptly and with due diligence any
recommendations made by the Reviewer or required by the ACCC that are

reasonably necessary to ensure that Tank Broker maintains and continues to
develop the Compliance Program elements in accordance with the
requirements of this Undertaking.

If requested by the ACCC, Tank Broker shall, at its own expense, provide copies
of documents and information in respect of matters which are the subject of the
Compliance Program.

ln the event the ACCC has sufficient reason to suspect that the Compliance
Program is not being implemented effectively, Tank Broker shall, at its own
expense and if requested by the ACCC, cause an interim or additional Review to
be conducted and cause the resulting Compliance Program Review Report to be
provided to the ACCC.

t.1



Annexure B

ADVERTISER CORRE CTIVE ADVERTISEMENT

CORRECTIVE ADVERTISEMENT

TheïANKBR KER
Between September 2010 and April 2011, Tank Broker
published a number of advertisements for rainwater tanks.

Our advertisements were likely to have misled you about the
prices ofourtanks.

Failure to state the full price

In the advertisements, we either failed to state, or did not state in
a prominent way, the ful1 price that customers had to pay to
purchase a tank from us. Instead, we advertised 'after rebate'
prices which were calculated by deducting the value of rebates

offered by the SA government for rainwater tanks. Consumers
could not buy tanks from us at the after rebate price.

Misleading sale prices

'We also advertised certain rainwater tank kits by comparing
'Now' prices with 'Was' prices. We continued to advertise
these tank kits as being on sale at the 'Now' price for around
four months when the 'Now' price had become our usual price.
By advertising in this way, we misled consumers that they
would save money by purchasing at the 'Now' price.

ACCC action

In recognition that we may have breached the Trade Practices
Act 1974 and the Australian Consumer Law (which commenced
on 1 January 20ll), we have given the ACCC a court
enforceable undertaking (details available at
The undertaking requires us to publish corrective notices and to
implement a Trade Practices Compliance Program to ensure that
this does not occur again. Ifyou have any questions, please

contact us on (08) 8152 6000.

Australian
Compet¡t¡on &
Consumer
Commission

Corective Notice placed and paid for by Tank Bloker pursuant to an uudefiaking
accepted by the ACCC
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C ORRECTIVE ADVERTISEMENT

rheTANK
Between September 2010 and April 2011, we published a number of advertisements for rainwater tanks. Our advertisements were likely to have misled
you about the prices of our tanks in breach of the Trade Practices Act 1974 and the Australian Consumer Law (which commenced on 1 January 20Il).

Failure to state the full price

When advertising tanks, we are required to state the total cash price that consumers have to pay to purchase the tank from us. We did not do so. Instead, we
advertised tanks:

. at 'after rebate' prices which we calculated by deducting the maximum SA'Water rebate available. V/e did not state the full price that consumers
had to pay, which was $200 higher, or we stated the full price as a 'strike through' price in smaller text

. on a plumbed-in basis at prices where the maximum available State and Federal government rebates had already been deducted. We did not state
the full price that consumers had to pay, which was up to $1000 higher, or we only stated the full price in fine print.

Misleadins sale prices

We also advertised certain rainwater tank kits by comparing 'Now' prices with 'Was' prices. 'We 
continued to advertise these tank kits as being on sale at

the 'Now' price for around four months. During that period, the 'Now' prices became our usual prices for the tank kits. By continuing to advertise in this
way, we misled consumers that they would save money by purchasing the tank kits at the 'Now' price, when that was not the case.

ACCC action

Tank Broker has given the ACCC a court enforceable undertaking (details available at www.accc.gov.au). The undertaking requires us to publish
corrective notices and to implement a Trade Practices Compliance Program to ensure that this does not occur again. 

'We have also amended our advertising
practices. Ifyou have any questions, please contact us on 8152 6000.

Australian
Competition &
Consumer
Commission

Corrective Notice placed and paid for by Tank Broker pursuant to an undertaking accepted by the ACCC


